


























































Italianate landscapes. These works made it imperative to reconsider the [Catalogue]
meaning of the hackneyed phrase "Dutchness" of Dutch art. Edited by Akira Kofuku
  Consideration of the t)roader range of 17th century Dutch painting Essays:
was further advanced by research focused on iconographic issues in L`Rembrandt: History Painter, Portrait Painter" Akira Kofuku
Dutch painting. Appropriate application of iconographic research "ReligiOUS HiStory Paintings in the World of Rembrandt" VolkerManuth
                                                               "Once Rembrandt's `Ce]ebrated Picture': The Reception History of The Holymethodologies to the study of Dutch paintings that had previouslY been Family by Night" Taco Dibbits
subject only to stylistic analysis clarified the fact that all manner of "Imitation and Origina]ity in the History Paintings of Rernbrandt's Pupils"
symbolic meaning is included in landscape scenes and genre scenes so Jonathan Bikker
common during the period. On the other hand, another aspect of the IJBtehMHbiZabiaditn'?inEgtCs!,iiEirifi fit(nR8?5/:.nagl and MYthological Subjects: Associations
background of these new research trends in the field Of DUtCh Painting catatogue Entries: Akira Kofuku
studi(is can be seen in the Rembrandt Research PrOjeCtJ ThiS PrOjeCt produced by lmex Fine Arts
subjected many Rembrandt and Rembrandt-style works scattered
throtLghout the world to detailed examination. It is an eXPeriMent in Transportation and InstaHation: Nippon Express
creating a new catalogue raisonne of Rembrandt's works･ In the proceSs Display: Tokyo studio
of the examination, several famous works by Rembrandt have been
reattributed as studio works, While it is a fact that a great deal of
confusion has resulted from the Project's process, undoubtedly the
Project will form the starting point for all future research on Rembrandt.
  'l'his exhibition took as its background these two major trends
currently surrounding Dutch painting. namely the identification of
previously understudied painting styles and the progress of the
Rembrandt Research Project, as it considered the present-day state of
our understanding of Dutch painting of the 17th century. The
exhit)ition's theme was set as "Rembrandt and Dutch history painting in
tl)e 17th century." With the exception of portrait paintings, throughout
his life Rembrandt drew on subject matter from the Bible and from
mythology. As a result, Rembrandt and his students created a large
number of history paintings, The focus on Rembrandt's history painting
works provided a chance to view Rembrandt from a new perspective.
aloTig with a good opportunity to consider Rembrandt's paintings within
the context of 17th century Dutch painting and reexamine our thinking
about Dutch painting as solely realist painting.
  Th(, display of a large number of superb works by Rembrandt and his
stttd(L[}ts meant that visitors were made aware of the magnitude of
Reml}randt's influence. They were also given a chance to consider the
meaning that history painting subjects had for Rembrandt and his
disciples. Thus said, given the enormity of the question of the meaning
of history painting within 17th century Dutch painting, questions remain
about the degree to which the average non-specialist visitor to the
exhibition understood these various complexities. An international
symposium held on the occasion of the exhibition aroused a great and
favorable response, and the publication of its proceedings in English
will hopefully provide yet further material for future research on
Rembrandt. (Akira Kofuku)
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